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Groupset

GroupsetRecord™Pista™
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Record™Pista™
The Record™ Pista™ groupset is a set of high-range
components designed to excel in the velodrome. It
includes the crankset, hubs and bottom bracket. Three
products designed exclusively for the specific needs of use
on the track. The other components, such as seat posts,
pedals and headsets have been borrowed directly from the
Record road groupset.

Weight
(g.)*

Component

Options

Description

RECORD™ PISTA™
front hub

32, 36 holes

light alloy body – lubrication port - small flanges - O.L.D. 100 mm

204

RECORD™ PISTA™
rear hub

32, 36 holes

light alloy body – lubrication port - small flanges - O.L.D. 120 mm

284

RECORD™ PISTA™
crankset

165, 170 mm
47, 48, 49,
50, 51, 52

requires b.b. L. 111 mm (asymmetrical)

592

RECORD™ PISTA™
bottom bracket

ITA, ENG

axle L. 111 mm (asymmetrical) - composite and light alloy cartridge - light alloy cups
- without sealings

220

Titanium axle -light alloy body - with floating (standard) or fixed (optional) cleats - composite axle fixing nuts - polished aluminium finish - left axle compatible with the ErgoBrain™
magnet

266

composite tube - clamp for seat tube - knurling pitch: 0.5 mm - composite upper clamp

185

BC 1”x24tpi - height 36.5 mm

104

RECORD™
Pro·Fit Plus™ pedals
RECORD™
CARBON seat post

27,2 / 250
31,6 / 350
32,4 / 350

RECORD™
headset
RECORD™
Threadless™
headset

1”, 1-1/8”

for unthreaded fork tube - height 24.5 mm - composite cover and light alloy fixing screw
- lubrication port

110

RECORD™
Hiddenset™
headset

1-1/8”
1-1/8” TTC™

internal headset for unthreaded fork tube - version 1-1/8”: height 5.9 mm,version 1-1/8”
TTC™: height 15.9 mm - patent pending system - composite cover and light alloy fixing
screw - composite/light alloy cap

73

* The nominal weight refers to the lighter specification among the available options. The weight of the hubs does not include the quick-release.
The nominal weight does not take account of the sometimes considerable quantities of grease used in the assembly of the products.
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Components

ComponentsTimeTrial™
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TimeTrial™
Racing against the clock. Every detail is critical. Nothing
is left to chance. Lightness and aerodynamics are the
keywords. Campagnolo® dedicates various special
components to time trials: bar-end controls, chainrings
with oversized toothing and super-light brake levers in
composite material.

Component

Options

Description

Weight
(g.)*

bar-end 10s shift. levers

composite body and lever

163

RECORD™
brake levers

composite body and lever

210

inner chainrings

42,44

Exa·Drive™ system

51

RECORD™
10s inner chainrings

54, 55

Exa·Drive™ system

88

CHORUS™
10s inner chainrings

54, 55

Exa·Drive™ system

88

* The nominal weight refers to the lighter specification among the available options.
The nominal weight does not take account of the sometimes considerable quantities of grease used in the assembly of the products.

